With power grid expansion, the structure becomes more and more complex. And the enumerated fault combinations that used analytic method grows exponentially, which can easily cause "dimensional disasters". In engineering practice, the method of intercepting fault combination is usually used to evaluate power grid reliability. But the computation efficiency is low. On the basis of fuzzy theory, this paper proposes a fault combination screening index which includes fault rate, power flow transfer entropy and power flow distribution entropy. The second order anticipated contingency screening and ranking have been realized by intuitionistic fuzzy decision. The simulation verification is carried out on IEEE RBTS and IEEE RTS79 system. The results show that the computation efficiency is improved by adjusting the screening threshold. With the accuracy of computation guaranteed at same time, the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified. 
INTRODUCTION
As an important component of power system reliability evaluation, the anticipated contingency set has a great impact on the efficiency and accuracy of reliability evaluation. In the reliability evaluation, as the number of system components increases, the structure becomes more and more complex, and the enumerated fault combinations that used analytic method grows exponentially, which can easily cause "dimensional disasters". It is unrealistic to enumerate all possible system failures for reliability evaluation in engineering practice. [1~2] At present, the research on anticipated contingency set screening method based on analytic method mainly focuses on two aspects: fault screening index system and screening sorting method. In the research of fault screening index system, the screening index system is established by using electrical betweenness, power flow transfer coefficient and power flow distribution entropy from the perspective of static security stability and branch vulnerability. As in the literature [1] , based on the previous research, the fuzzy theory is introduced, and the component risk factor index which considers the component fuzzy weight coefficient, the maximum load rate and the unavailability rate is established. On the basis of computation accuracy, that method can reduce the number of N-2 combinations required and improve computational efficiency by adjusting the parameters; the literature [2] uses the electrical betweenness to identify the vulnerable lines of the system based on the complex network theory. In reference [3~4], the branch potential energy function is used as the system vulnerability assessment index to evaluate the vulnerability of the system N-1 and N-2 faults. In the research of screening and sorting methods, with the promotion and application of artificial intelligence, some new sorting methods have gradually been applied. For example, in [5] , the greedy algorithm is used to solve the probabilistic ordered tree, and select the top k faults with the highest probability. The literature [6] uses the FP-growth algorithm to data mining the cascading faults accident chain set generated by the cascading failure simulation based on the power grid operation reliability model; discovers the hidden association rules of the accident chain set; identifies the key lines in the development process of the cascading failure; analyzes the risk of the key lines; and analyzes its impact on the cascading failure. Reference [7] shows that, the line overload distribution factor (LOOF) is used to characterize the influence of the expected fault on the line power flow distribution, and the meta-heuristic algorithm is used to establish the N-1 and N-2 expected fault sets.
In summary, based on the research results of the above scholars, this paper establishes the anticipated contingency set screening index considering the failure rate, the power flow transfer shock entropy and power flow distribution entropy, and uses the intuitionistic fuzzy multi-attribute decision to calculate the fault combination proximity and sort, and make the anticipated contingency set screening result more reasonable, and improve the evaluation efficiency on the basis of ensuring accuracy.
SCREENING INDEX The Failure Rate Considering the Operational Conditions and External Influences
When using the enumeration method to construct the anticipated contingency sets used for system reliability assessment, to the kth fault combination, the system failure rate is: [8] 
Where: S is the normal branch set in the kth fault combination; T is the fault branch set. F(l)is the cumulative probability distribution function for each branch.
SupposeP l is the branch power flow size; P N is the branch rated transmission power; P max is the branch transmission limit. F(t) is the cumulative probability distribution function of the current time when considering the influence of climatic and other factors. When 0 < P l ≤ P N , there is F(l) = F(t) .When P N < P l < P max ,there is F(l) = F(t) + 1−F(t) P max −P N (P l − P N ) . When P l ≥ P max , there is F(l) = 1.Namely:
（2）
Where:
） is the cumulative analysis function of the ith failure mode of the transmission line, obeying the two-parameter single Weibull distribution, η i is the scale parameter, β i is the shape parameter,η i , β i > 0.p i （ 1 im  ）is the weighting factor corresponding to the cumulative distribution function of the ith failure mode. [9] 
Weighted Power Flow Transfer Entropy
According to the literature [10] , when the kth fault combination branch is cut off, the power flow transfer will be triggered, causing the normal branch d to be overloaded, resulting an increase in the probability of cascading failure. To measure the degree of overload of d , the power flow transfer entropy of the kth fault combination is [4] . mis the total number of system branches, and μ d (k) is the active power change rate of the branch d before and after the kth fault combination. Which is:
Weighted Power Flow Distribution Entropy
When the k-th fault combination branch cut off, the power flow distribution of each branch changes, which is one of the reasons for the increase in the probability of cascading failure. Let the line load rate sequence is E = [0, e, 2e, ⋯ , qe] , where:e = 10%, qe = 1, and if the line is overloaded, the load rate in the range of ∑ Z m (k) [10] . The weighted power flow shock entropy of the branch d when the kth fault combination is 
Screening Index of Anticipated Contingency Sets
The failure rate, weighted power flow transfer entropy and weighted power flow distribution entropy corresponding to each fault combination constitute the anticipated contingency set screening indexX, as shown in the followingX Intuitionistic fuzzy entropy of attribute is:
INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY MULTIATTRIBUTE DECISION MAKING
{ β j = 1−E j n−∑ E j n i=1 E j = − 1 m ∑ min(μ ij ,ν ij )+π ij max(μ ij ,ν ij )+π ij m i=1
（5）
Where E j is the intuitionistic fuzzy number entropy value of attribute c j .
Then the weight of each attribute is ω j = √α j β j ∑ √α j β j n j=1
.
Multiply ω j by the n attribute values of the ith fault combination to obtain the synthetic judgement matrix:
The positive and negative ideal points of the synthetic judgement matrix are：
Then the Hamming distance between R ′ and
The relative closeness rate of the anticipated contingency combination x i and
The larger theη i is, the closer the indicator is to Ũ + , the greater the impact of this indicator on reliability.
CASE ANALYSIS
The IEEE RBTS system consists of 6 nodes and 9 branches. When the enumeration method is used to evaluate the reliability of the power transmission system, the number of enumerated fault states is 511. In order to improve the computation efficiency, the method of intercepting contingency levels is generally used to reduce the computation amount. As shown in Figure 1 .
When the intercepting contingency levels is 2nd order and above, the accuracy of the EENS index is basically the same, so this paper only considers the case where the contingency levels is 2nd order, and improve the computation efficiency based on the computation accuracy has been ensured.
Assuming that the IEEE RBTS system is in the normal operation mode, check it by N-1 and N-2, and calculates various indexes according to the contents of the above section 1, as shown in Figure 2 .
The branch unavailability rate, weighted power flow transfer entropy and weighted power flow distribution entropy are normalized to form the anticipated contingency set screening index. According to table I, calculating the triangular fuzzy number and the intuitionistic fuzzy number corresponding to each X i . According to the above algorithm, the closeness of each fault combination and Ũ + are obtained and sorted. The result is shown in Figure. 3.
The selected screening threshold α is α = −ln (T i /T max ) . T i is the closeness corresponding to the i-th fault combination, and T max is the closeness maximum. The RBTS system is evaluated according to the different values of a, and the results are shown in Figure. 4.
When α = 2 , the LOLP computation accuracy is 80.43%, and the EENS computation accuracy is 98.95%. At this time, the number of screening combinations is 29, accounting for 64.4%, which can save 16 times compared with the state enumeration method. When α = 3 , the LOLP computation accuracy reaches 100%, and the EENS computation accuracy is 100%. At this time, the number of screening combinations is 36, accounting for 80%, which can be saved 9 times compared with the state enumeration method. The proposed method of this paper can screen out the more influential faults, improve the computational efficiency. Using the proposed method to verify the IEEE RTS79 system, the total number of faults in the 2nd order and below of the transmission system is 741. The fault states are sorted according to the order of closeness, and the results are shown in Figure. 5.
The screening threshold is set in combination with the proportion of the failure combination, and the evaluation result is as shown in Figure. 6.
